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Introduction
AIO (All In One) is an Ethereum-based ERC20 token created by Aaress Fintech Inc.
- a registered incorporation setup in the global financial capital Hong Kong. We
are a company run by professional fund managers and crypto currency experts.
At Aaress Fintech Inc. we are in the process of launching a perfect solution for
all crypto currency investors and users who are currently investing in new digital
assets, without knowing the exact future growth of that particular asset.
There are almost 5 to 6 new coins/tokens launched everyday on different
exchanges. All of them are of different nature and objectives. One never knows
which one of them will survive and succeed in desired objectives; hence we are
here to provide a perfect solution to all investors who wish to invest wisely and
profitably in digital assets like Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Dash, Monero etc.
Top traded crypto currency values have risen exponentially, setting them beyond
the reach of common people. This is where AIO (All in One) has come out with
a brilliant solution whereby anyone can get benefit by having this exponential
growth of the crypto currency market placed within their reach
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Concept
AIO (All In One) as the name suggests is an “All In One” coin. Instead of buying
different Tokens & Coins, simply buy only one token which will have a price
effect of all the top traded high demand coins. AIO is generating a pool of funds
through its Initial Coin Offering (ICO), which will hold these funds and the value
of these funds shall be assigned to all Tokens issued.
The entire process of the ICO and later of the fund holdings shall alwyas remain
public through our official website, anyone and everyone can verify the company
holdings and net asset value in real time through the wallet address. As the
value of holdings grows or falls so the value of AIO shall grow or fall in equal
proportion in real-time.
Once the ICO is over we shall publish the exact amount of coins collected during
ICO period on our website and a real-time chart will display the growth or decline
of value in percentage via the chart.
This is a first of its kind concept since the inception of crypto currencies launched
trading through exchanges. AIO is going to be a first digital asset having a real
value backed by actual crypto currency assets with a real time price effect on
each token holder.
AIO will have a dual price effect as it will be limited in number. The AIO price
will depend on demand and supply as well as on actual fund value of holdings.
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ICO Token Information
Token Name: AIO (All in One) is an Ethereum-based ERC20 smart contract token
representing a fund value collected through an ICO by Aaress Fintech Inc. and
assigned to each token distributed through ICO. Holders of these tokens shall get
value appreciation through actual crypto currency holdings of AIO (All In One).
Token Supply: 500 Million AIO (All In One) shall be mined at once at the inception
of the contract.
All unsold tokens shall be destroyed at the end of the token sale except for
10% of the total sold tokens, which shall be the founders share & the future
development fund. Initial Rate: Price per Token is locked at $ 1 for the ICO (Initial
Coin Offering)

500
Million
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ICO Structure
85% ( 425 Million ) of Total Tokens
shall be released in ICO sale.
5% ( 25 Million ) all users who
promote the ICO through their
referral link.
5% Future Development Fund
Company will always hold 5% tokens
with itself as founders share.

During ICO if 100% target is not achieved then after distributing Referral
Bonuses, 5% of founders share and future development funds, remaining tokens
shall be destroyed.
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Token Distribution

Distribution to Users through ICO : 85%
Referral Bonus during ICO : 5%
Future Developments : 5%
Founders Share : 5%
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Future Plan
Aaress Fintech Inc. is planning to introduce new financial instruments in crypto
currency which may change the way we trade in crypto currencies. Our team is
in the process of developing a regulated Futures Index and Options Trading in
crypto currencies which is going to be the first of its kind crypto exchange with
advanced trading options with limit buy and sell options.
Furthermore we will introduce sector specific Digital Currency Pools with
the objective to provide funding in different sectors like Construction,
Pharmaceuticals, IT, Banking, Retail, Space Research, Ayurvedic medicines &
Alternative Therapies etc.
Our Ideology
At Aaress Fintech Inc are committed to bring trusted world class investment
options for everyone so that you can participate and benefit from the exponential
growth in crypto currency market.
Aaress Fintech Inc’s sole objective is to provide advance profit making in an easy
to use interface for all

